Abstract. This paper studies the problem of broadcasting in synchronous point-to-point networks, where one initiator owns a piece of information that has to be transmitted to all other vertices as fast as possible. The model of fractional dynamic faults with threshold is considered: in every step either a fixed number T , or a fraction α, of sent messages can be lost depending on which quantity is larger.
Introduction
Fault tolerance has been a crucial issue in the distributed computing since its beginnings [3, 5, 6, 10, 16, 25] . Because a typical distributed system is designed to contain a large number of individual components, attention must be paid to the fact that, even if the failure probability of a single component is negligible, the probability that some components fail may be high. There are numerous ways how to cope with failures, using either probabilistic or deterministic approaches. In the probabilistic setting, it is supposed that a failure probability of each component follows some probability distribution [4, 8, 11, 26, 27] . Failures of individual components are usually assumed to be independent random events. The goal is to design algorithms and protocols that perform well with high probability if the failures follow the conjectured distribution. The deterministic approach, which is pursued also in this paper, copes with failures in a different way. Instead of considering a failure probability distribution for each individual component, algorithms and protocols are designed to perform well in the worst case, under some a-priori constraints on the failure behavior. [1, 2, 7, [12] [13] [14] 19, 20, 22, 24, 28] . These constraints may take the form of considering only computations with a limited overall number of faults [1, 19] O(log n) Ω(log n) [22] , O(n 3 ) [12] Kn, chordal sense of direction O(log n) Ω(log n) [22] , O(log n) Kn, α < 0.55 O(log n) Ω(log n) [22] , O(log n) We address a natural relaxation of the broadcasting problem in which we allow a small constant number of vertices to stay uninformed in the end (a problem called almost complete broadcasting), and analyze the worst case time needed to solve the problem. Our main motivation to study almost complete broadcasts is the fact that in large faulty networks it is often vital to finish a communication task fast, even subject to some small error. In the probabilistic setting, this is modelled by allowing a failure probability that tends to zero with increasing network size: in the worst case the task is not successful but this worst case scenario has a small probability. Since in our deterministic setting we study the worst case, another model of allowed error must be chosen. If we look at the broadcast as an optimization problem where the task is to inform as many vertices as possible, it is natural to introduce a constant additive error by allowing a constant number of vertices to stay uninformed 4 .
For complete graphs and hypercubes, we show that the problem can be solved in time O(D log n), where D is the diameter of the graph and n is the number of its nodes.
Moreover, we show that if the complete graph is equipped with the chordal sense of direction, complete broadcasting can be performed in time O(log n). This is asymptotically optimal since the broadcasting time in the fractional model is a lower bound for the fractional model with threshold. Similarly we show that the broadcasting can be completed in time O(log n) for values α < 0.55. The overview of the results can be found in Table 1. We consider a synchronous, point-to-point distributed system with a coordinated start-up. The system consists of a number of nodes and a number of communication links connecting some pairs of nodes. The system is modelled by an undirected graph, in which vertices correspond to nodes and edges correspond to communication links. In this respect, we shall use the terms "node" and "vertex" interchangeably. Sometimes we need to argue about outgoing and incoming links; in this cases we consider a directed graph obtained from the undirected one by replacing each edge by two opposite arcs.
At the beginning of the computation all nodes are active and start performing the given protocol. The computation consists of a number of steps: at the beginning of each step, messages sent during the previous step are delivered to their destinations, then each vertex performs some local computation, possibly sending some messages 5 , and the next step begins. The failure model we consider is the fractional dynamic faults with threshold from [12] , which can be described as a game between the algorithm and an adversary: in a time step t the algorithm sends m t messages and the adversary may destroy up to
of them, where c(G) is the edge connectivity of the graph and α is a known, fixed constant 0 < α < 1. There is no built-in mechanism of acknowledgements, so the sender node is not informed whether a particular message was delivered or destroyed.
We consider the problem of broadcasting, where an initiator has a piece of information to be transmitted to all remaining vertices. We call a broadcast complete if all vertices have the information after the termination of the algorithm. A broadcast is called almost-complete if there is a fixed constant c (independent on the network size) such that after the termination there are at most c uninformed vertices. Hence, to prove the existence of an almost-complete broadcasting algorithm for a family of graphs G, one has to prove that there exists a constant c such that for each G ∈ G the broadcasting algorithm informs all but c vertices of G.
In all presented algorithms only the informed vertices send messages. Arcs (i.e. directed edges) leading from an informed vertex can be classified as being either active, passive or hyperactive during the computation: Definition 1. Let e be an arc leading from an informed vertex. We call e active if it leads to an uninformed vertex. We call an arc e passive, if some message has been delivered via the opposite arc of e. Finally, we call an arc e hyperactive if it leads to an informed vertex, and is not passive.
If the arc e is passive, the source vertex of e is aware of the fact that the destination vertex of e has already been informed. The main idea of our algorithms is to perform appropriate number of simple rounds defined as follows: Definition 2. A simple round consists of two time steps. In the first step, every informed vertex sends a message along each of its incident arcs, excluding the passive ones. 6 In the second step, all vertices that have received a message send an acknowledgement (and mark the arc as passive). Vertices that receive acknowledgement mark the corresponding arc as passive.
For the remainder of this paper, let 0 < α < 1 be a known fixed constant, and let us denote
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next two sections we present algorithms for the almost-complete broadcasting on complete graphs and hypercubes, respectively, that run in time O(D log n). Then we show how to obtain broadcast in complete graphs equipped with chordal sense of direction, and for unoriented complete graphs for α < 0.55, having the same time complexity.
Due to space restrictions some technical parts have been omitted from this paper, and can be found in the technical report [23] .
Complete Graphs
In a complete graph K n , all n vertices have degree n − 1, and n − 1 is also the edge connectivity. Hence, in each step t the adversary can destroy up to max{n−2, αm t } messages, where m t is the number of messages sent in the step t. In this section we present an algorithm that informs all but a constant number of vertices in logarithmic time. The idea of the algorithm is very straightforward -just repeat simple rounds sufficiently many times. However, the arguments given in the analysis of a simple round below hold only if there are enough informed vertices participating in the round. To satisfy this requirement two steps of a simple greedy algorithm are performed, during which each informed vertex just sends the message to all vertices. After two steps of this algorithm, the number of informed vertices is as shown in Lemma 1. Lemma 1. After two steps of the greedy algorithm, at least
vertices are informed.
After these two steps, the algorithm performs a logarithmic number of simple rounds. To show that logarithmic number of simple rounds is sufficient to inform all but one vertex we first provide a lower bound on the number of acknowledgements delivered in each round, and then we show that each delivered acknowledgement decreases a certain measure function. Theorem 1. Let ε > 1 be an arbitrary constant. For large enough n it is possible to inform all but at most Xε vertices in logarithmic time. Moreover, the number of remaining hyperactive arcs is at most X(n − 2).
Proof. At the beginning, two steps of the greedy algorithm are executed. Then, a logarithmic number of simple rounds is performed. Now consider the situation at the beginning of the i-th round. Let k i be the number of uninformed vertices, and h i the number of hyperactive arcs. We claim that if
2 acknowledgements are delivered in this round. Since there are k i (n−k i )+h i messages sent in this round, in order to prove the claim it is sufficient to show that
Obviously, if h i > X(n − 2) the inequality holds, so consider the case k i > Xε. We prove that in this case
Hence, the only remaining step is to show the inequality
Then it holds for large enough n that
We have proved that if k i > Xε or h i > X(n − 2) then at least
To conclude the proof we show that after logarithmic number of iterations we get k i ≤ Xε and h i ≤ X(n − 2). Let M i := 2(n − 1)k i + h i ; then every delivered acknowledgement decreases M i by at least one: indeed, if the acknowledgement was delivered over a hyperactive arc, h i decreases by 1. If, on the other hand, the acknowledgement was delivered over an active arc, the number of uninformed vertices is decreased by at least one, and the number of hyperactive arcs is increased by at most 2n−3 (new hyperactive arcs are between the newly informed vertex and any other vertex, with the exception of the arc that delivered the acknowledgement which is passive).
From Lemma 1 it follows that either n − k i > n/2 or n − k i > (n − 1)(1 − α). In the first case it follows that at least
M i acknowledgements are delivered. In the second case we get that at least
}, then obviously every iteration decreases the value of M i at least by factor c. Since 7 Assume that n is large enough such that f (n) is real number.
the value of M at the beginning of the algorithm is M 1 = O(n 2 ), log 1/c M 1 = O(log n) steps are sufficient to inform all but a constant number (at most Xε) of vertices and to ensure that the number of remaining hyperactive arcs is linear (at most X(n − 2)).
Hypercubes
In this section we consider d-dimensional hypercubes. The hypercube Q d has 2 d vertices, and both diameter and edge connectivity are d. We present an algorithm that informs all but a constant number of vertices in time O(d 2 ). The general idea is the same as for complete graphs: first we perform two initialization steps to make sure there are enough informed vertices for the subsequent analysis to hold. Next, simple rounds are repeated for a sufficient number of times. The analysis, however, is more complicated in this case.
The next lemma covers the initialization steps. In the first step, the initiator sends a message to all its neighbors, and at least one of these messages is delivered. In the second step, the initiator sends a message to all its neighbors again; moreover, each of the vertices informed in the first step sends a message to all its neighbors except the initiator. In our analysis we need to assert that enough acknowledgements are delivered, given the number of informed vertices. To bound the number of sent messages, we rely heavily upon the following isoperimetric inequality due to Chung et. al. [9] :
Claim.
[9] Let S be a subset of vertices of Q d . The size of the edge boundary of S, denoted as ∂(S) is defined as the number of edges connecting S to Q d \ S. Let ∂(k) = min |S|=k ∂(S), and let lg denote the logarithm of base 2. It holds that
The first step in the analysis is to prove that if there are enough uninformed vertices, or enough hyperactive arcs at the beginning of a round i, then sufficiently many acknowledgements are delivered in this round:
Lemma 3. Consider a d-dimensional hypercube with k non-informed vertices and h hyperactive arcs. Let ε ∈ (0, 1) be an arbitrary constant, and let k > X/(1 − ε) or h > X(d − 1). Then in the second step of a simple round at least β(h + ∂(k)) acknowledgements are delivered, where β = (1 − α) 2 .
Sketch of the proof. Let S be the set of informed vertices. In the first step of the round, h + ∂(S) messages are sent. Since the edge boundary of informed and uninformed vertices is the same, at least h + ∂(k) messages are sent in the first step of the round. The idea of the proof is to show that α(h + ∂(k)) ≥ d − 1, so in the first step at most α(h+∂(k)) messages are lost, and at least (1−α)(h+∂(k)) of them are delivered. Next we prove that
and the statement holds. Hence, the main goal of the proof is to show that for k > X/(1 − ε), it holds ∂(k) ≥ X(d − 1). To do so, the inequality 2 Sketch of the proof. Let l := 2 d − k be the number of informed vertices. From Lemma 3 it follows that at least β∂(k) acknowledgements are delivered in one simple round. Since the edge boundary of informed vertices is also the boundary of uninformed vertices, the number of delivered acknowledgements is at least β∂(l). Furthermore, every delivered acknowledgement adds one passive arc, so the number of passive arcs grows at least by β∂(l) each round, which we show to be at least a factor of 1 + 
Complete Broadcast in Complete Graphs
In Section 3 we have shown how to inform all but some constant number of vertices in a complete graph K n in time O(log n). A natural question is to ask if it is possible to inform also the remaining vertices in the same time complexity. In this section we partially answer this question. In particular, we show in the following subsection that if the graph is equipped with a chordal sense of direction, then the complete broadcasting can be performed in time O(log n).
In the subsequent subsection, we show that if the constant α < 0.55, complete broadcast can be performed in time O(log n) without the sense of direction, too. Let us consider a complete graph with a fixed Hamiltonian cycle C (unknown to the vertices). We say that the complete graph has a chordal sense of direction if in every vertex the incident arcs are labeled by the clockwise distance on C (see Figure 1) . The notion of a sense of direction has been defined formally for general graphs, and it has been known to significantly reduce the complexity of many distributed tasks (e.g. [17, 18] ).
Chordal Sense of Direction
We show how to perform a complete broadcast on a complete graph with the sense of direction in time O(log n). The process consists of three steps. First, using Theorem 1, all but a constant number of vertices are informed. In the second phase the information is delivered to all but one vertex. In the last phase the remaining single vertex is informed.
The sense of direction is essential to our algorithm. Since there is a unique initiator of the broadcasting, all vertices can derive unique identifiers defined as their distance on C from the initiator. Furthermore, the sense of direction allows each vertex to know the identifier of a destination vertex of any of its incident arcs. Lemma 6. It is possible to inform all vertices but one on complete graphs with chordal sense of direction in time O(log n). Furthermore, after finishing the algorithm vertex 0 or vertex 1 knows a constant number of candidates for the uninformed vertex.
Proof. The outline of the algorithm is as follows: At first the algorithm from Theorem 1 is performed, which ensures that all but a constant number of vertices are informed. Afterwards a significant group of vertices negotiate a common set U of candidates for uninformed vertices, such that all uninformed vertices are in U and the size of U is constant. The vertices then cooperate to inform all vertices in U but one. As a side effect, the set U will be known to vertex 0 or vertex 1, hence satisfying the second claim of the lemma. Now we present this algorithm in more detail:
Phase 1 Run the algorithm from Theorem 1. This phase takes O(log n) time and ensures that there are at most Xε uninformed vertices and at most X(n − 2) hyperactive arcs. Phase 2 Each vertex v that has at most 3X(1 + ε) non-passive (i.e. active or hyperactive) links leading to the set of vertices U v sends a message containing U v to vertices with number 0 and 1. Now we show that at least one of these messages is delivered. It is easy to see that there are at least 2n/3 vertices satisfying the above-mentioned condition, otherwise there would be more than n/3 vertices with at least 3X(1 + ε) non-passive links, so there would be more than nX(1 + ε) active or hyperactive arcs. But since the number of uninformed vertices is at most k ≤ Xε ≤ n/2 for large n, there are k(n−k) ≤ Xε(n−Xε) active arcs. So the total number of active or hyperactive arcs is at most Xε(n−Xε)+X(n−2) ≤ Xn(1 + ε), which is a contradiction. The rest of the algorithm will be time-multiplexed into two parts. In even time steps, the case that the vertex 0 received a message in phase 2 is processed. In odd time steps, the case that the vertex 1 received a message is processed analogously. Hence, we can restrict to the first case in the rest of the algorithm description. As there are only two cases the asymptotic complexity of the algorithm is unaffected by the multiplexing. Phase 3 The vertex 0 received at least one message containing a set of possibly uninformed vertices. It is obvious that the set of uninformed vertices is a subset of every received message. Hence the set U can be defined as the intersection of the received messages: Indeed, every uninformed vertex is in U and the size of U is at most 3X(1+ε) = O(1). The set U is then distributed using the algorithm in Theorem 1 among at least n − Xε vertices in time O(log n). Phase 4 There are at least n − Xε vertices aware of the set U . In this phase they cooperate to inform all but one vertex in U , using an idea similar to Lemma 2 in [12] : every vertex aware of the set U iterates through all pairs [i, j] (i, j ∈ U ) in lexicographical order; in each time step it sends the original message to both vertices i and j. Since in each time step at least 2n − Xε messages are sent, at least one of them is delivered (for large enough n). As all vertices process the same pair [i, j] in every time step, this ensures that a new vertex is informed whenever both i and j were uninformed. Hence, at the end of this phase all vertices but one are informed. The time complexity of this phase is O(|U | 2 ) = O(1).
It is obvious that after finishing the Phase 4 the claim of the Lemma holds.
Finally, we show how to inform the last remaining vertex, thus proving the following theorem: Theorem 3. It is possible to perform broadcasting on complete graphs with chordal sense of direction in time O(log n).
Sketch of the proof. Suppose that after performing the algorithm from Lemma 6 all vertices with the exception of some vertex v are informed and vertex 0 knows a set U of constant size containing candidates for v. The algorithm from Lemma 6 is used again to broadcast U with two possible outcomes: either v was informed during the broadcast, or all other vertices have the same set of candidates, which they try to inform one by one.
Without Sense of Direction
As a last result in this paper we show that it is possible to perform broadcasting on complete graphs in time O(log n) for small values of α (i.e. α 0.55) even without the sense of direction. The idea is to use the algorithm from Theorem 1 to inform all but constantly many vertices. Next, instead of repeating 2-step simple rounds, some log n-step extended rounds are repeated, such that each extended round informs a yet uninformed vertex. During an extended round messages are sent for O(log n) steps in such a way that in every step the number of hyperactive arcs is decreased by some factor 8 unless a new vertex is informed.
Then it is possible to perform broadcasting on complete graphs without sense of direction in time O(log n).
Proof. The algorithm is described as Algorithm 1.
At first, the algorithm from Theorem 1 is performed, ensuring that there are at most k ≤ Xε uninformed vertices and at most h ≤ X(n − 2) hyperactive arcs (X and ε have the same meaning as in Theorem 1). The purpose of one iteration of the loop on lines 3-14 is to inform at least one uninformed vertex. Taking loop L2(n) times // In each iteration h decreases by a constant factor 5:
E := set of all currently active or hyperactive arcs; P := ∅ 6:
loop L3 times 7:
send the message via all arcs in E ∪ P 8: perform one simple round 13:
end loop 14: end loop The values of L1, L2(n), L3 and L4(n) are specified in the analysis of the algorithm, such that L1, L3 = O(1) and L2(n), L4(n) = O(log n). a constant (depending on α) defined later. Hence the number of hyperactive arcs decreases exponentially with number of iterations of the loop and log 1/(1−Y /2) h iterations are sufficient to eliminate all hyperactive arcs. Since the condition h ≤ X(n − 2) holds before every execution of the loop (this is provided either directly by Theorem 1 or by the loop on lines 11-13), we can define L 2 := log 1/(1−Y /2) (X(n − 2)) = O(log n).
Now we describe one iteration of the loop on lines 4-10. We distinguish two types of arcs that are hyperactive at the beginning of the considered iteration: An arc e is a single hyperactive arc if and only it is hyperactive and the opposite arc of e is passive at the beginning of the iteration. Otherwise (i.e. if both e and the opposite arc of e are hyperactive at the beginning of the iteration), e is a double hyperactive arc.
Let E be the set of all active or hyperactive arcs at the beginning of the iteration, and P be the set of all arcs opposite to arcs through which some message has been delivered in the current iteration. Furthermore, let k be the number of uninformed vertices at the beginning of the current iteration, h be the number of hyperactive arcs at the beginning of the current iteration and p = |P \ E| be number of arcs in P that were passive at the beginning of the current iteration. It clearly holds that |E| = k (n − k ) + h and that k (n − k ) + h + p messages are sent on every execution of line 7. Since at least n − 1 messages are lost (because we may assume that no new vertex is informed), at most α(k (n − k ) + h + p) of them are lost, i.e. at least (1 − α)(k (n − k ) + h + p) are delivered. Now assume by contradiction that the number of hyperactive arcs does not decrease below (1 − Y /2)h , and no new vertices are informed during the current iteration of the loop on lines 4-10. Consider any message delivered over an arc e which is a double hyperactive arc or an arc in P \ E; it is easy to see that the opposite arc of e is passive after the delivery and that it was hyperactive at the beginning of the iteration. This fact yields that at most (Y /2)h messages are delivered over a double hyperactive arc or an arc in P \ E on any execution of line 7.
Now we show a lower bound on the number of messages that pass over double hyperactive arcs or arcs in P \ E or single hyperactive arcs whose opposite arcs are not in P \ E. Intuitively, every such message ensures some progress of the algorithm, since either an arc is made passive (in the first two cases) or a new arc is added to P \ E (in the third case). As no messages passes over active arcs by our assumption, and at most p messages pass over single hyperactive arcs whose opposite arcs are in P \E, there are at least (1−α)(k (n−k )+h +p)−p messages satisfying one of these three cases. Using the inequalities k (n − k ) ≥ n − 1 and p ≤ h yields (1 − α)(k (n − k ) + h + p) − p ≥ (1 − α)(n − 2) + (1 − 2α)h . Because h ≤ X(n − 2) which is equivalent to (n − 2) ≥ α(1 − α)h , we have (1−α)(k (n−k )+h +p)−p ≥ (1−α−2α 2 +α 3 )h . Defining Y := 1−α−2α 2 +α 3 , which is positive and less than one by the assumption of the Lemma, we have shown that there are at least Y h messages satisfying one of the three cases.
However, at most (Y /2)h of them satisfies the first two cases, hence there are at least (Y /2)h arcs added to P in every execution of line 8. So taking L 3 := 2/Y + 1 ensures that P contains opposite arcs to all single hyperactive arcs at the beginning of the last iteration of the loop on lines 6-9. However, this is a contradiction with the fact that new arcs are added to P at line 8.
We conclude the proof with the analysis of the loop on lines 11-13. In the first iteration of the loop a new vertex is informed, because there are no hyperactive arcs left after the loop on lines 4-10 finished (unless the new vertex has already been informed in that loop). Due to Theorem 1, next O(log n) iterations are sufficient to ensure that h ≤ X(n − 2), which is an invariant required by the loop on lines 4-10. Hence putting L 4 (n) := O(log n) (according to Theorem 1) is sufficient to make the algorithm work correctly in time L 1 (L 2 (n)L 3 + L 4 (n)) = O(log n).
6 Conclusions, Open Problems, and Further Research
